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Fun at Home

Fun Maths Activity Sheet 
This week on Food Dudes Fun at Home we will be learning all about portion sizes of fruit and 
vegetables. It is important that we eat 5-7 portions of fruit and vegetables everyday to keep us 
healthy and fuel our lifeforce. Can you help the Food Dudes do some counting activities? Maths is 
important when learning about portion sizes and measurements. 

Sheet A: Suitable for Junior Infants and Senior Infants 

Sheet B: Suitable for Intermediate and Senior pupils

Guidelines: 

 √ The following activity sheets can be printed for pupils or the questions can be answered in copy books. 

Food Dudes  
Fun at Home

Don’t forget to share  
your work online and  

use the hashtag 
 #FoodDudesFun
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Fun at Home

Fun Counting Activity
Sheet A 

Can you help Rocco count all the fruit and vegetables and colour them in? If you don’t have printer 
you can draw the fruit and vegetables into your copy books and colour them after!

Name

Count the Apples  Count the Blueberries

Answer:             Answer:    

Count the Corn  Count the Carrots

Answer:             Answer:  

Now, help Rocco complete the questions!

1.  Are there more apples or blueberries? 

 Answer: 

2.  Are there more carrots or corn?

 Answer: 

3.  Count how many apples and carrots there are altogether.  

 Answer: 
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Fun at Home

Can you help Razz count all the fruit and vegetables and colour them in? If you don’t have printer 
you can draw the fruit and vegetables into your copy books and colour them after!

Name

Count the bananas Count the Oranges

Answer:             Answer:    

Count the Cucumber slices  Count the Carrots

Answer:             Answer:  

Now, help Razz complete the questions!

1.  Are there more oranges or cucumber slices?  

 Answer: 

2.  If so, how many more oranges? 

 Answer: 

3.  Are there less cucumber slices or carrots?  

 Answer: 

4.  If so, how many less cucumber slices? 

 Answer:

Fun Counting Activity 
Sheet B 


